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Thank You. 

We appreciate your business, and have made every 
effort possible in designing this manual to be a helpful 
resource in getting you on the road as quickly as 
possible. 

E have developed the Record CG3 taximeter with YOU in mind.  After 
many years of research and development, we are confident that you will be 
pleased with the features and reliability of this product.   

CG3 Features: 

 Integrated USB On-the-Go (host and device capability). 

 Can read and write to and from off-the-shelf USB flash drives. 

 Integrated Bluetooth wireless communication. 

 RS-232 serial communication. 

 Printer capability, compatible with multiple third-party manufacturers. 

 Security-locked trip statistics. 

 Auto-brightness adjustment for longer display life. 

 128 / 256 AES Standard encryption / decryption capable. 

 Stores detailed information for the last 1000 trips. 

 Upload trip statistics to USB flash drive in .csv format. 

 Internal diagnostics that ensure reliable, uninterrupted operation. 

 Quickly set rates from USB flash drive or Bluetooth. 

 Upgdate the firmware directly from a USB flash drive. 

 Integrated pulse-divider and signal filter for accurately measuring 

distance. 

 Internal solid-state relay (switch) for controlling roof-light. 

Introduction 
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 Internal short-circuit and surge protection. 

 Multiple communication protocols for communicating with third-party 

dispatch systems or our freely available Android app. 

How to use this manual 

We encourage you to first skim through this guide so that you can familiarize yourself 
with the content. Then, carefully read through the sections that are specific to your 
requirements. 

1.0  CG3 Components 

 

Figure 1 

The CG3 consists of the following components, as shown in Figure 1: 

1. CG3 taximeter display unit. 

2. Cable and bracket assembly, with attached RS-232 serial cable and connector 
(see Figure 2 below). 

3. Seal-screw and hex-nut. 

4. (Optional) USB mini-B adaptor. 

1 

2 

3 

4 
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Figure 2: D9 Serial Connector.  Used for RS-232 communication.   

 

1.1 A Note Concerning the RS-232 Cable Connector 

In Figure 2, the connector shown above is a female connector which is used with 
many third-party dispatch terminals, and was the original default option provided 
with early models of the Record CG3.  Nowadays, the CG3 comes with a male 
connector by default for communicating with the BlackCat OBDII device for 
measuring automobile speed.   
 
If you require a female connector, please contact us for a male-to-female adaptor, 
which we provide for a nominal cost, plus shipping.  
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2.0  Wiring 

 

    RED  Battery +12V 

    BLACK Ground 

    GREEN Ignition (top-light power source) 

    BROWN Roof-light (top-light power output) 

    WHITE Vehicle Motion 

2.1 Grounding 

  

We recommend that you ground the CG3 taximeter at the automotive battery, in order 
to:  

 properly detect the vehicle motion signal, and  

 to aid in ensuring that vehicle noise is not induced into the taximeter 
motion circuit (from nearby circuits, motors, etc.).  

This can’t be over emphasized.  In our experience, 90% of problems having to do 
with detecting motion signals and/or noise are directly attributable to where 
the taximeter is grounded.  Grounding the taximeter to the frame, body or some 
other intermediary point raises the potential for two main difficulties: 

1) By introducing a small, but significant circuit resistance at the motion 
detection circuit within the taximeter. This interferes with the capability of 
the taximeter to detect a signal that is often already low in voltage 
strength.1  

2) By creating ground loop problems, which are essentially circuits of 
electromagnetic signals (noise).  By grounding the taximeter to an 
intermediary point, you risk having the taximeter act as a path to ground 
for this noise. 

On the other hand, Grounding at the battery helps to isolate the taximeter from noise, 
by ensuring that it is not sharing a ground with other circuits. By grounding the 

                                                                        
1 We have even encountered occasions where this small resistance produces voltage, which in turn generates current, which can then 

flow back into the vehicle speed sensor, causing all sorts of problems such as improper automobile transmission shifting. 
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taximeter to the car battery, you effectively eliminate possible problems from 
installation onward.2  . 

 Finally, while the taximeter does provide filtering of noise signals (see section’s 4.4.6, 
4.4.7 and 4.4.10 for more information), it is our experience that grounding to the 
battery is your best protection against noise being interpreted as motion signals, and 
ensuring that the proper motion signal is detected.   

If by chance, you still encounter noise issues with your installation (i.e. the taximeter 
registers distance while the vehicle is stationary) we have an inexpensive signal 
conditioner device that will help you clean up and/or detect very weak signals.  If this 
is something that you require, you may call us or go to our website to purchase the 
device:  

http://recordtechnologies.com/collections/taximeters/products/signal-conditioner 

 

Figure A: Record Signal conditioner that helps eliminate noise issues when reading VSS pulses.  Can also 
be used to help detect weak signals. 

 

2.2 Vehicle Speed Signal (VSS) 

The CG3 will detect motion signals with the following minimum strength: 

1) Analog (sine-wave): 700 mV peak-to-peak 

                                                                        

2
 Often, where the taximeter has been grounded to the frame or body, the taximeter will appear to operate fine in 

the early going, but as time goes on, mileage-detection deteriorates. 

 

http://recordtechnologies.com/collections/taximeters/products/signal-conditioner
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2) Digital (square-wave): 300 mV peak-to-peak 

Also, the taximeter will detect signals with frequencies up to 15 kHz (15,000 cycles, 
or, pulses per second).  Signals that are weaker than the parameters above can still be 
detected with the help of our Signal Conditioner (see above). 

2.3 DC Power Requirements 

The Record CG3 requires a minimum of +5 Volts DC to operate.  Further, the built in 
voltage-regulator and surge-suppression will ensure that over-voltage or over-current 
conditions will not interrupt its operation. 

2.4 Fusing 

As mentioned above, the taximeter has a built in power regulation. However, we 
recommend that you still provide in-line fusing for the roof-light circuit, as the 
taximeter does not provide protection.  For bulbs, you should use a 3 Amp in-line 
fuse, connected between the ignition/accessory power and the CG3 Green 
wire. For LED top-lights a maximum of 1 Amp fusing should be used. 

2.5 Relays 

Internally, the Record CG3 has a large transistor sufficient to switch bulb or LED roof 
lights without issue, and provides sufficient protection for the taximeter with regards to 
large surges in electrical current.  However, we see in odd occasions where, despite our 
best efforts and recommendations, the internal transistor is somehow damaged and no 
longer able to switch the roof light state.  This results in downtime for the user where 
they are required to send us the taximeter for repair. 

To eliminate this possibility from happening, we recommend using an external relay for 
switching the roof light circuit, particularly when using bulbs.   

Further, some customers require compatibility with third-party dispatch systems that 
require a +12Vdc signal to be provided externally whenever the taximeter is in the 
HIRED state.  Such configurations will require a SPDT type relay for providing a 
signal which is inverse to the state of the roof light (which is off when the taximeter is 
HIRED). 

In either case, a good candidate relay is the Cole-Hersee RC-400112-NN, which can 
be purchased either from us or from multiple third-party dealers. 
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3.0  CG3 User Interface  

The CG3 has been designed with user-friendliness in mind. The buttons have been 
labeled with descriptive icons and text to help provide an intuitive interface, which is 
intended to help you get familiar with its use quickly.  See figure 3 below for a brief 
guide to the user interface. 

 

Figure 3 

Config Switch   Time Button   Rate Button     Extra Button      Fare Button       Light Sensor 

The text above the buttons refer to the roles that the buttons play primarily while a 
fare is in operation (Hired Mode), and the colored icons (arrows and star /asterisk) 
refer to functions that the buttons provide in all other modes, which is mainly to select 
and adjust values, and to scroll various menus. 

3.1 Config Switch  

The Config Switch, or hidden lock, refers to two copper-plated holes located on the 
circuit-board, which are accessible through the two small, parallel holes in the 
hexagonal indent (see Figure 4 below). The Config Switch is used to enter 
Configuration Mode. 
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Figure 4: Config Switch. Note the two copper plated holes on the underlying circuit board. 

To activate the Config Switch, you have to short (i.e. electrically connect) the two 
plated holes together. This can be done, either with a rate-set pin (these are usually 
provided with CG3 upon purchase), or simply with a stiff piece of wire (we find that a 
stretched out paper-clip works the best).  See Figures 5 and 6. 

If nothing happens, gently wiggle the rate-set pin until Configuration Mode is entered. 
The CG3 will display “RATES” when you have successfully done so. 

 

Figure 5: Activating the Config Switch, using the rate-set pin.  Contact must be made with the two copper-plated holes on the circuit-
board inside the taximeter case, in order to short the holes together. 
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Figure 6: Using a simple length of wire to activate the Config Switch.  A paper-clip works best because of the inherent stiffness or 
rigidity. 

4.0  CG3 Modes 

There are 4 main CG3 Taximeter Modes:  

1. Vacant Mode: The taximeter is idle, and simply waits for user input. From 
here, the user can: 1) start a fare i.e. enter Hired Mode, 2) enter 
Configuration Mode in order to configure the meter rates, mileage and 
dispatch settings, or 3) access the Main Menu. 

2. Hired Mode: The mode while the taximeter is running a fare. 

3. End-of-Fare: The active mode when a fare has been completed.  User can 
display net total and separated tax. 

4. Configuration Mode: The mode where the taximeter rates, mileage, 
communication (RS-232 and Bluetooth), dispatch type, and Security code are 
set.  You may only enter this mode by activating the Config Switch (section 
3.1).  
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4.1  Vacant Mode 

This is the state that the taximeter starts in when first turned on. The “VACANT” 
indicator will be on, and the $Extra and $Fare displays will be blank.  Also, the rate 
LED will be on to indicate which rate is active. 

 

Figure 7 : VACANT MODE    Currently active rate        

The user can now select one of several available actions, by pressing one of the four 
buttons: 

Table 1: Vacant Mode Button Functions 

Button:  Action: 

Fare Start a Fare. Enters Hired Mode. 

Extra Display Time and Date. 

Rate Change the current Rate. 

Time Enter the Main Menu. 
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4.1.2 Displaying Time and Date 

 

While in Vacant Mode, you can 
display the current time by 
pressing the Extra Button.  

In the Fare display, the format 
displayed is Hour - Minute. 

 The display on the left-hand side 
indicates the AM/PM/24 Hour 
clock mode. 

 

 

 

Pressing the Extra a second time 
will display the date, with the 
following format: Year - Month : 
Day. 

 

 

 

 

 Pressing the Extra Button a third time exits back to Vacant Mode. 
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4.2  Hired Mode 

 

 

Figure 8: Entering Hired Mode by pressing the Fare Button. 

4.2.1 Starting a Fare 

When the CG3 is in Vacant Mode, pressing the Fare button will start a fare and turn 
on Hired Mode.  The HIRED indicator on the right-hand side of the taximeter will 
illuminate to display the current state. 

Table 2 describes the taximeter responses to each button press: 

Table 2: Hired Mode Button Operation 

Button: Actions: 

Fare Stop the Fare. This can only occur if  the time 
charges are first turned off (see below). 

Extra Increment a single Extra Charge.  If the 
maximum is exceeded, the accumulated Extra 
charges will roll-back to $0.00. 

Rate None. 

Time Toggle Time Charges off / on. When time 
charges are off, the taximeter will only charge the 
distance rate.  
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4.2.2  Incrementing Extra Charges 

 

 

Pressing the Extra Button will increment a 
single extra charge. In this case, the Extra 
charge has been pre-set to $2.22. 

 

 

 

Repeatedly pressing the Extra Button will 
increment the Extra Charge, up to a pre-
set maximum (this is described in 
Configuration Mode). 

In this example, the Maximum Allowable 
Extra Charges is set to $8.88. 

 

 

If the maximum allowed Extras would 
otherwise be exceeded by additional 
accumulations, the Extra Charges will 
return to $0.00 (this is handy if you 
accidentally increment the Extras beyond 
what you intended). 
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4.2.3  Toggling Rate time-charges Off / On 

Pressing the 
Time Button will Turn 
off the time charge. 
The taximeter will then 
only charge by distance. 

When the rate time 
charge is OFF, the 
TIME OFF indicator 
will illuminate. 

Pressing the Time 
Button again will turn 
the rate time-charges 
back on. 

  

4.2.4 Ending the Fare 

To stop the fare, the rate-time charges must first be turned off (see above). Pressing the 
Fare Button will then stop the fare, and enter End-of-Fare Mode. 

The taximeter will briefly display 
the fare total (Fare + Extras) for 3 
seconds.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 9: Turning off time-charges. 

Figure 10: Fare is stopped by pressing the Fare Button, while time-charges 
are off.  Note the "TOT" indicator in the Extra display, indicating the total 
fare (Fare + Extras) is currently displayed in the Fare display.  
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4.3  End-of-Fare Mode 

   After the Fare + Extras 
total have been displayed for 3 
seconds, the taximeter will display 
the separated Fare and Extras. 

This state will remain displayed until 
you press the Fare button. 

 

 

 

 

Alternatively, you have the option of 
displaying the split-out tax percentage of the 
total, by pressing the Time Button. 

 

 

 

  

After 1.5 seconds, the Fare minus the 
tax will be automatically displayed 
briefly.  

(You may repeat this sequence 
indefinitely). 
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The taximeter will then return to the 
state where the Fare and Extras are 
displayed separate. 

 

 

 

 

To re-display the total, press the Extra 
Button.  This too can be repeated 
indefinitely. 

 

 

 

To exit End-of-Fare mode, press the Fare button.  This will return the taximeter to 
Vacant Mode. 
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4.4  Configuration Mode 

(See 3.1, which explains how to access this mode.) 

Once in this mode, you can scroll through the Configuration Menu in order to access 
the various functions for setting.  The Configuration Menu is scrolled by using the UP  
and DOWN buttons.  You select an entry to configure by selecting the button with the 
red star icon (see Figure 11) 

 

Figure 11: Menu Button functions 
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4.4.1 Configuration Menu 

To enter Configuration Menu, short the Config Switch (see section 3.1). 

 

As of software version 1.21, you will be first presented with the security code dialog 
(4.8), which locks the user from proceeding through the following steps:   

 

1) If no passcode has previously set: Press  to proceed.   

 Otherwise, if a passcode was previously set: use the  ,    ,  and    

 buttons to enter the security code, and then press  to enter the security 
 code. 

2) Next, the taximeter will display the first menu item, which is the option to Set 
Rates: 

 

Figure 12: Configuration Menu first entry, which is the option to set the taximeter Rates. 

 If you were you to select this item (i.e. press ), you would enter the Set 
Rates Mode (explained in 4.4.2).   

For now, in the interest of demonstrating how to navigate the menu, press to 
continue scrolling through the rest of the menu (continued on the next page).  At any 
point you can press the UP button to navigate backwards in the menu. 
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3)   Set Calibration (mileage).   Press:  

4)    OBD2 Settings.  Press  

5)   Load Rates from USB flash drive.  Press:  

6)   Configure CG3 for dispatch communication.  

Press:  

7)   Clean taximeter.  Clears all rates and calibration. 

Press:  

8)   Set Security Code.  This is used for locking the 
Configuration Mode against unauthorized tampering. 

Press:   to exit the Configuration Menu back to Vacant Mode. 
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4.4.2  Set Rates Mode 

Enter Configuration Mode (section 4.4.1). The display will show “RATES” (Figure 

13). Press  to enter Set Rates Mode. 

 

Figure 13 

Here, you can set your individual rate values.  In order to proceed, you will need to 
know the following basic values about the rate(s) you want to set: 

1. The number of rates you will set. 

2. The tax rate. 

3. The time-charge rate (usually, the charge/hour or charge/minute). 

4. The charge per distance. 

5. The drop charge, or increment. 

6. The Extra charge rate, and the maximum allowed extras. 

7. The Flag rate. 

 

4.4.3         Calculating Drop Distances 

The CG3 accepts drop-distances as expressed in decimal equivalents of fractions.   

For example, to find the decimal equivalent of 1/9 of a mile or kilometer: divide 1 by 9: 

1/9 = 0.111111111. 

Round off answers to 4 decimal places = 0.1111.  This is the value to enter. 

Example: If your distance charge is $3.50/mile, and your increments are 25 cents: 

Calculate: 3.50 ÷ 0.25 = 14, which means that the taximeter will increment 25 cents 14 times in a mile,  

Therefore, 1/14 of a mile = 25 cents. 

The decimal equivalent of 1/14 = 0.0714, which is the number that you would set for the drop distance(s) 
in the taximeter. 
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4.4.4 Programming Rates 

Button functions are shown to the 
left. A flashing cursor on the Fare 
display indicates which digit can be 
adjusted. Use the buttons to set and 
navigate the rate values sequentially. 

The rate values are ordered as presented below. The left-hand display indicates the 
current value being adjusted, while the right-hand display contains the actual value to 

be adjusted. Pressing the  button enters each value into memory, and will 
automatically advance the menu forward to the next item in sequence.  

The rate programming is divided into 2 parts: the Common Rate, and the Individual 
Rates Section (Note: the values shown here are only for example). 

Common Rate Section: 

1.   - Number of Rates (Max. 6 *) 

2.   - Extra Charges 

3.   - Total Allowed Extras 

4.   - Cab Number 

5.   - Tax % 

6.   - Tax Type:  0 – Entry will split out tax at end of fare 

           1 – Entry will add tax at end of fare. 

7.    - Distance Controlled Rate Change** 

8.    - Time Controlled Rate Change** 

* It is possible for the CG3 to handle more than 6 rates. Please call us if this something that you require.        

 ** Not used with regular rates, and RARELY used.  Generally, you should ignore the dC and tC values and leave them as 
zeroed values, unless otherwise directed to do so. 
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Individual Rates Section: 

The Rate Number that you are currently setting will be indicated by the far-left digit 
(see below). 

 

 

9.    - Flag (First Drop) Charge ($) 

10.   - Charge-per-hour($)  

11.    - First drop distance (See section 4.4.3) 

12.    - Following drop distance. 

13.     - Fare increments (Drop Charges) ($) 

 

Subsequent Rates, where Number of Rates exceeds ‘1’: 

 Depending on what Number of Rates has been set to, you will be able to set rates 2 
and above, if the Number of Rates variable was set to >1 

 

- Rate 2, Flag rate 

     (The ‘2’ on the far-left now indicates that you are setting Rate 2 values.) 

If this is the case, continue as you did in steps 9 - 13 above, setting the individual rates 
in sequence. 

Once all rate values have been set, the taximeter will automatically enter the values into 
memory and return to Vacant Mode. 

The current Rate number (in this case, Rate 1). 
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4.4.5  Calibrating Mileage 

This section is required if you are using Vehicle Speed Sensor (VSS) pulses to provide 
distance to the CG3 (as opposed to an OBDII interpreter device). Enter 

Configuration Mode (see section 4.4.1), and press once to navigate to the 
Calibration entry in the Configuration Menu (see Figure 14): 

 

Figure 14: The Calibration entry as located in the Configuration Menu. 

Press  . 

You will now be in Calibration Mode.  Here you have the option to: 

1. Set the filter values, F1 and F2. 

2. Manually program a previously known calibration value. 

3. Do a calibration procedure, i.e count mileage pulses per km/mile. 

4.4.6  Set the Filter Value, F1 

Upon entering Calibration Mode, you will first have the option to set the filter value 
(figure 15). 

The filter value is a feature that allows for re-sampling of individual mileage pulses to 
ensure that they are not noise “spikes” that could be interpreted as valid VSS pulses.  
When filtering is on, each pulse is re-sampled 5 times to ensure that it is valid.  

 

Figure 15 

There are only two possible settings:  

 0 – Filtering OFF 

 1 – Filtering ON 

Press or     to adjust. 

Press  to enter the filter value into memory, and to proceed to the next step. 
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4.4.7 Set the Signal-Conditioner Value (VSS Sensitivity), F2 

 

 

CG3 models with serial number 31,000 and up have a built-in signal conditioner that 
allow for adjusting the sensitivity of the VSS sensor circuit.  This is helpful in either 
eliminating noise which can lead to improper readings (i.e. the taximeter counts motion 
pulses when the automobile is stationary), or can be used to detect weak signals (for 
example, when a wheel sensor is the only available motion sensor provided in the 
vehicle). 

 There are 73 levels (0-72) of sensitivity available. 

 0 is the least sensitive setting.         

 72 is the most sensitive setting.      

You should only adjust this value where necessary, based upon trial and error: 

1) If your taximeter counts pulses while the automobile is stationary, you need to 
decrease the sensitivity. 

2) If your taximeter is not able to detect the VSS signal because it is too weak, you 
need to increase the sensitivity. 

Press  or   to adjust the sensitivity value.  Hold either button in depressed state 
for rapid increment / decrement of value. 

Press   to enter the value that you want into memory, and to proceed to next step. 

Later, you will have the option to fine-tune the sensitivity based on your results 
during calibration of the CG3 (sections 4.4.9 and 4.4.9.1).   
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4.4.8  View / Manually Set Calibration Value 

Next, the current calibration setting will be displayed (figure 16). You now have the 
option to either:  

a) Manually adjust the current calibration setting.  Go to c) below.  

 - or - 

b) Skip manual adjustment of the current calibration and proceed to taximeter 

calibration. Press  and proceed to section 4.4.9 (next page).   

 

Figure 16: Current calibration setting 

c) To adjust the current calibration setting: 

i) Press .  This will produce a flashing cursor at the least-significant digit. You will 
now be able to adjust the value of the calibration number. 

ii) Use the  ,    ,  and    buttons to adjust the value of the setting. The value 
entered will be the new calibration setting. 

iii) Press  to enter the value into memory.  This will then return the taximeter to 
Vacant Mode  
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4.4.9  Calibration Procedure 

The purpose of this procedure is to determine the number of vehicle speed 
pulses per km or mile. Before starting this step, drive the vehicle to a measured km 
or mile start point. Bring the vehicle to a complete stop at the start point.  

This step puts the taximeter into a mode that counts pulses while the automobile is in motion. At 

the start of the mode, the display will show a zero, indicating that it is ready to start counting 

mileage pulses (see Figure 17).  Begin driving, and the taximeter will count pulses. 

Figure 17 The Calibration test initial value of 0 pulses counted. 

Button actions at this point: 

i) Press   to stop the test. 

ii) Press   a subsequent time to restart the test. 

iii) Press   to enter count into memory, and exit back to Vacant Mode. 

We recommend repeating the calibration procedure 2 – 3 times to ensure that the 
counts are fairly consistent.  If you see a large variation between subsequent calibration 
procedures, you may have a problem with your installation.  In that case, ensure that 
you are connected to the correct vehicle speed sensor wire, and that you have 
grounded the taximeter to the car battery. 

4.4.10 Adjusting the Sensitivity during Calibration Test 

 

If your CG3 has the built-in Signal-Conditioner  i.e., the Serial Number is 31000 or greater 
(section 4.7), you can fine-tune adjust the sensitivity of the VSS detector circuit repeatedly 
while in calibration mode. 
 
While in Calibration Procedure (4.4.9, above): 

i) Press  to stop the test. 

ii) Press  or  to display the current sensitivity value. 

iii) Press  or  to adjust the value.   

iv) Press  to enter new sensitivity value, and return to calibration test. 

You can repeat this multiple times until you are satisfied with the results. 
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4.5  Setting up the CG3 OBDII Interface  

 

 

As of Software Version 1.18, the CG3 provides a superior option for measuring 
distance over the traditional Vehicle Speed Sensor signal, by sampling vehicle speed 
directly from the On-Board Diagnostics Port, version 2 (OBDII). The speed data is 
then converted to distance. This provides a faster, cleaner installation. The 
advantages of using this feature are: 

 No need to search for a Vehicle Speed Sensor (VSS) wire, which usually 
requires accessing one of the Electronic Control Modules (ECM) in the 
automobile. 

 No need to calibrate the taximeter. 

 Completely eliminates problems with accuracy caused by noise and 
weak VSS signals. 

 Overcomes the problem where an automobile does not have a 
dedicated VSS available (an increasing problem with modern vehicles). 

 Greatly reduces the time and cost of installation.  Where traditional 
installations can take hours, this feature reduces install to minutes.  For 
sizeable taxi fleets, this can result in savings for labor and down-time in 
the range of tens of thousands of dollars per year. 

 Reliable fare accuracy over the long run, eliminating the risk of lost 
revenue. 

To use this option, your CG3 must contain software version 1.18 or higher (we make 
software updates freely available on our website).  Also, you must have a compatible 
OBDII interface device that connects to the CG3 (either via Bluetooth or RS-232 
cable) and will plug into the automotive OBDII port.  See the following link to our 
website for such an adaptor: 

http://recordtechnologies.com/collections/taximeters/products/black-cat-adapter 

NOTE: We have found with experience that older North American vehicles (pre-
2007) are hit-and-miss when it comes to sampling speed from the OBDII port, and 
therefore we can’t guarantee that this method will necessarily work in those vehicles.  If 
you plan on using an older vehicle, call us first and we’ll do our best in helping you 
determine if using the OBDII port for distance measuring will work or not 

http://recordtechnologies.com/collections/taximeters/products/black-cat-adapter
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Setup Steps: 

The CG3 must first be configured to use the OBDII option.  To do so, follow the 
steps below: 

1) With the automobile ignition OFF, plug the OBDII interface into the 
automobile OBDII port.  The OBDII port is normally located on the driver’s 
side, below the dash. NOTE: Only plug or unplug OBDII device when 
vehicle ignition OFF. 

2) If you are using an RS-232 interface to connect the CG3 to the OBDII 
interface, connect the matching serial connectors. 

3) Turn on automobile ignition. 

4) Enter the CG3 Configuration Menu (4.4.1) and press  twice to navigate 

to the OBDII settings:   

4)  Press  to select the OBDII settings. 

5) If the display shows “OBD OFF”, press  . The display will now show “Obd 
On”, which means that the OBDII feature is now active.   

Note: By turning on the OBDII communication in the CG3, you are 
simultaneously turning off VSS pulse-counting in the taximeter. If you later 
want to switch back to reading speed pulses for measuring distance, you 
will have to return to this step and turn off the OBDII feature (i.e. “Obd 
OFF”). 

      

Figure 17: Toggle the OBDII feature by pressing the Up button. 

6) Press .  You will now be presented with the option to set which port on the 
CG3 that will be used to communicate with the OBDII interface device: 

          Press . 

      7) You may toggle between RS232 or Bluetooth communication by pressing . 

      8) Press  to select the communication type that will be used.  
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The OBDII interface is now configured.  NOTE: You don’t have to do this every 
time you start a work shift.  If you ever need to do a manual reboot of the 
interface, use the “Start” command instead (see 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 for an 
explanation). 

 If you are using a Bluetooth interface, the CG3 will automatically search for 
and pair with the device. (NOTE: as of this writing, we don’t recommend 
using a Bluetooth OBDII interpreter device for measuring speed). 

 The CG3 will now reset the OBDII interface, and commence communication 
with the automobile.  The CG3 may briefly display “No OBD2” until 
communication with the OBDII begins: 

  

 You should see the LED’s on the OBDII interface blink as the CG3 sends 
commands to it.   

 Once the initialization procedure is complete, the CG3 will briefly flash 
“DONE”. 
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4.5.1   OBDII Settings Menu 

Once the OBDII feature is ON, you may now access additional OBDII settings and 
features from the Main Menu (5.0) or Configuration Menu (4.4.1).  The options and 
settings are listed below in the order they can be accessed.  

 Note:  The CG3 communication to the OBDII may only be turned ON or OFF 
from within the Configuration Menu. 

1) While in either the Main Menu or Configuration Menu, press repeatedly 
until “Obd2” is displayed:   

 

2) Press to select. 

3) The list of options are as follows (press to scroll, and to select). 

 Set Port - Select between RS-232 or Bluetooth 

 Set Units - Select between Metric and U.S. imperial 

 Start - Manually start or reset the OBDII interface.

 Test – Test the OBDII interface. 

See the following section for details about each menu option. 

4.5.2  Explanation of OBDII menu options 

 

1)   Set Port allows the user to select the OBDII port to 
communicate with the OBDII interface.  You may select between Bluetooth 
and RS-232.   

 Press  to toggle between Bluetooth and RS-232 serial 
communication: 

     … 

 Press to select. 
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2)   Set Units allows the user to select between Metric 
(km) or U.S. Imperial (miles) units of measurement.  The OBDII interface 
reports speed in Metric, so using this option will automatically convert speed 
and distance to Imperial if required.  You will need to set the CG3 to the 
proper unit for your country in order to have the taximeter calculate the 
fare correctly. 

 Press  to toggle between Metric (Cdn = Canadian) and Imperial 
(US = US Imperial): 

     … 

 Press  to set. 

3)   The Start option allows the user to manually reset the 
OBDII interface.  Normally, if the CG3 encounters a communication problem 
it will automatically reset the interface without requiring user intervention. 
However, in the event that the user accidentally disconnects the CG3 serial 
cable from the OBDII interface (if using RS-232 serial communication) during 
operation, the user can “reboot” the interface by using this step. 

Press to select.  The CG3 will now reset the OBDII interface. 

4)   You can test the OBDII interface by using this option.  

Press to select.   

The following information will be displayed: 

 

The value in the Fare display shows the current vehicle speed. 

The value in the Extra display roughly corresponds to the number of seconds 
since the test started, and is actually the number of speed samples x10 that 
have been accumulated (the CG3 samples speed information at a rate of 10 
times per second). In the example above, 140 samples have occurred since the 
start of the test. 

 Press to exit the test. 
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4.6 Loading Rates from a USB drive 

With this step, you may conveniently load the rates from a formatted file called 
“RATES.csv” from a USB flash drive. The format for this file is provided in the 
appendix.  For your convenience, we will be providing the file on our website, where 
all you will have to do is enter your rate values, and download the completed file 
directly to a flash drive connected to your PC. 

4.6.1 Attaching a USB flash drive to the CG3 

In order to attach a standard USB flash drive to the CG3, you will need a USB mini-B-
to-A adaptor. You can purchase these from us at a nominal cost, or alternatively, you 
may purchase these at a large number of suppliers of your choosing. 

 

Figure 18 USB mini-B-to-A connector / adaptor 

1) To upload the rates to your CG3 taximeter, attach the flash drive to your 
taximeter as shown in Figure 19 below. 

USB A-type connector 

USB Mini-B type connector 
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Figure 19: Connecting a flash drive to the CG3 via a USB adaptor 

2) Next, put the CG3 taximeter into Configuration Mode (see section 4.4.1). 

3) Press:  twice.  The following will show on the display: 

 

4) Press:   When the rates have finished loading, the display will flash 
“DONE”.  If this doesn’t happen, the flash drive may not have been 
connected to the USB connector securely enough.  Also, if the display flashes 
“NO FILE”, that indicates that the CG3 could not find the RATES.csv file. 

5) Quickly verify that the rates values are in memory by scrolling through the 
View Rates function in the Main Menu (section 5.7). 
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4.7 Configuring Dispatch Communication 

As of this writing, the CG3 has two different dispatch command sets (protocols) built-
in.  You have the option of configuring the taximeter to use either set, depending on 
compatibility with your existing dispatch system.  As well, you have the option of using 
either RS-232 or Bluetooth serial communication for dispatch. Follow the steps below 
to setup the CG3 for dispatch capability: 

1) Enter Configuration Mode (see section 4.4.1). 

2) Press:  3 times. The display will show the following: 

        

3) Press: . This enters Dispatch Configuration Mode. 

4) The display will show: 

 

This indicates that you have the option of now setting the dispatch type to use. 
If you wish to do so, proceed to step 5.  If you have previously set this, 
proceed to step 6 to configure the communication type and Baud. 

5) Press:  .  The display will show: 

 

This means that the current dispatch type is “None”.  If you wish to use our 
freely available Android app with the CG3, it must be set to “None”. 

 Press: .  Now, the display will give you the option to select “REI” 
dispatch mode: 

 If this is what you want, Press: . 

 Otherwise, press .  You now have the option of selection “DDS” 
dispatch mode: 

  Press:  to select DDS mode. 
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6) Now, you will have the option of setting the communication type and Baud 
rate (ie. communication transfer rate).  The first option given will be RS-232.   

 

 If this is what you want, Press: , and proceed to step 7). 

 Otherwise, press to be able select Bluetooth: 

 

 Press:  to set the communication type to Bluetooth. 

7) Next, you have to select the Baud rate. 

Use the and   buttons to select the desired baud rate. The following 
baud rates are possible: 0, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600, 38400, 57600, and 115200. 

For Bluetooth, we recommend setting the baud rate to 115200. 

8) Press  to select and save the new configuration to memory.  This will return 
the taximeter to Vacant Mode. 
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4.8  Setting the Security Code 

The security code is an optional feature that can be used to lock a number of 
features from being tampered with by unauthorized users, which includes the 
following:  

1) Clearing the total trips and statistics while in Audit mode. 

2) Dispatch settings (4.4.12) access from the Main Menu. 

3) Configuration Mode (4.4) – as of software version 1.21 

By default, the security code is set to zero. You may set a 5-digit security code 
to prevent unauthorized tampering. 

NOTE: To prevent someone from accessing the value of your security 
code, any previous security code will not be revealed in this step.  Thus, 
when doing this procedure, the display will always show zero, despite 
whether or not a previous security code was set. 

To set the security code: 

1) Enter Configuration Mode (See section 4.4.1). 

2) Press: 5 times. 

 The display will show:  

 

3) Press: .   

 The display will now show the security code configuration interface: 

 

4) Using the ,   ,  and   buttons, set a security code consisting of 1 to 
5 digits. 

5) Press:  to enter the code into memory and exit back to Vacant Mode. 
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5.0  Main Menu 

The Main Menu is accessible while in Vacant Mode (section 4.1).  It allows you access to the following 
CG3 functions and features, as listed in the order shown below. 

To access (while in Vacant Mode), Press: .  You will now be in the Main Menu. 

To navigate the Menu  press:  and   

To select a menu entry, Press:  

1)  - View Shift Stats. 

2)  - View Total Stats. 

3)   - Upload Daily Trips to USB flash-drive. 

4)   - Clear Shift Stats. 

5)   - Set Clock. 

6)   - Set Date 

7)   - Display Test 

8)   - View Rates 

9)   - Calibration test 

 OR:  

 - OBD2 Settings (if turned on in Configuration; see section 4.5) 

10)  - Bluetooth reset 

11)  - Audit total trips. 
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12)  - Dispatch settings (security locked). 

13)  - Set Print.  Options for setting up printers (7.0). 

14)   - Software Version (shown in Left-hand display). 

 The individual Main Menu entries are described in the following sections. 
 

5.1 Viewing Shift and Total Stats 

There are two sets of stats that are viewable from the Main Menu: Shift Stats, and Total 
Stats.  

 Shift Stats (or, daily stats) are totals that are clearable by the user without having to 
enter a Security Code.  Instead, the user can clear theme by selecting Main Menu 

 Clear (section 5.3).   

 Total Stats are totals that are only clearable by entering the Security Code at the 

Main Menu  Audit Mode   Clear function (Section 6.0). 

Use the  and    buttons to scroll either set of Stats. The   button exits the Stat. 

 The sequence of each of the sets is as follows: 

1)   - Total Fares 

2)   - Total Extras 

3)   - Total Tax 

4)   - Total Distance 

5)   - Paid Distance 

6)    - Total Trips 

IMPORTANT: The Total Stats don’t display the cents portion for Total Fares, 
Extras or Tax, nor the decimal portion of the Total and Paid distances.  This is so 
that large values can be displayed.  For example, in figure 1) above,  ‘937’ would be 
displayed, while the ‘.30’ portion would be truncated. 
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5.2 Upload Trip Statistics to USB Flash Drive 

This feature provides a convenient way for the user to upload the daily 
trips to a USB flash drive. The file is uploaded in a .csv (Comma Separated 
Values) format, with the filename being the Car Number.  

The file can then be imported into a spreadsheet program (such as 
Microsoft Excel or OpenOffice Calc) for viewing and storing on a PC: 

 

Figure 20: Uploaded daily trips.  Note the Car number and Date at the top left corner, as well as the summarized totals in 
the bottom of the spreadsheet. 

Also, this feature stores the .csv files in a folder on the USB drive, with the 
name of the folder being the date of the upload.  The format of the 
folder name is MMDDYYYY.   

So, for example:  if the day that the upload is Jan. 1st, 2014, the name of the 
folder will be 112014. 

Or, if the day is March 12, 2016, then the folder name will be 3122016. 

This method provides the user with a convenient way to separate trip files 
by date (see figure 21 below). 
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Figure 21: A list of directories containing Trip.csv files.  The highlighted directory, would represent the date it was 
created: January 12, 2014. 

An added convenience to this directory-creation arrangement is that a fleet operator 
could store multiple taxi files in a single date-stamped folder, with a new folder created 
on the same flash drive each day. On each subsequent day, a new folder is created on 
the drive, and then individual, vehicle-stamped files are automatically written to the 
new folder.   Thus, a single flash drive can be moved from car-to-car, gathering trip 
data into a single folder ( Figure 22). 

Alternatively, individual taxi operators could be assigned a personal flash-drive, for 
which they would be responsible for turning in at the end of their shift. The fleet 
manager would then simply drag-and-drop the folder with the current date onto a 
personal computer.  As each taxi driver would have a folder with the same date-stamp, 
individual trips would automatically merge into a single folder on the computer  

 

Figure 22: Multiple Trip files by car, gathered into a single, date-stamped folder. 

Note: The CG3 will store up the last 1000 trips.  Thereafter, it will begin overwriting the oldest trip.  
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5.2.1 Uploading Trip data to USB flash drive 

1) While in Vacant Mode, connect a USB flash drive to the CG3 taximeter (section 
4.4.10). (As of software version 1.17, you have the option of printing the trip 
information instead. See the Printing section for more information). 

2) Enter the Main Menu (section 5.0), and press the  button twice.  The following 
entry will be shown: 

 

3) Press:   

4) The first entry will show . This provides an alternative option 
to print the trips (5.2.2). 

5) Press .  The following menu entry will be displayed:    

6) Press:   

7) Wait until the display flashes “Done”.  You may now remove the flash drive.  The 
trip file will now be on the drive.  The taximeter has automatically returned to Vacant 
Mode. 

If by chance “Done” is never displayed, and the CG3 quietly exits to Vacant Mode, 
you may not have had the flash drive tightly connected to the CG3 USB port.  Try 
gently pressing the flash-drive into the CG3 USB port to ensure a tight fit.  Repeat the 
above steps 1-4. 

If the CG3 displays “ERROR”, some problem with the drive was encountered.  Some 
flash drives draw too much current, and the CG3 can’t read or write to them (though 
this should seldom, if ever, happen).  In that case, try a different flash drive.  Also, be 
sure the drive doesn’t have a self-booting partition (i.e. when there is a portable 
operating system contained on the drive). 

5.2.2 Printing Daily Trip Data 

If you are using a printer, and have configured it according to the steps in Section 7.0, 
you may print your daily trip data. 

First, depending upon how many trips that you have accumulated, ensure that your 
printer has sufficient paper to print all of the trips.  Then, follow the steps above in 

5.2.1, up until step 4).  Press .  The printer will print each trip in sequence, starting 
with the oldest trip. 
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5.3 Procedure for clearing the daily trips 

1) Enter the Main Menu (Section 5.0), and press the button three times.  The 
following entry will be shown: 

 

2) Press:  

The Daily trips and Shift Stats will now be cleared.  The taximeter will then 
automatically return to Vacant Mode. 
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5.4 Setting the Clock 

1) Enter the Main Menu (Section 5.0), and press the button four times.  The 
following entry will be shown: 

 

2) Press:  

3) You will now be able to set the clock type: a) AM, b) PM, or c) 24 Hour clock: 

a)  

b)  

c)  

 Use the   button to display the clock type that you want, and press . 

4) Now, you will be able to set the Minutes and Hour: 

 

Clock type    Hour Minutes 

5) Set the Minutes, using the ,   ,  and   buttons.  Press  

6) Set the Hour, using the ,   ,  and   buttons.   Press . 

The CG3 will now exit to Vacant Mode. 
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5.5 Setting the Date 

 

1) Enter the Main Menu (Section 5.0), and press the button five times.  The 
following entry will be shown: 

 

2)    Press . 

3) Now, you will be able to set the Month and Date: 

 

        Year     Month     Day 

4) Set the Day, using the ,   ,  and   buttons.   Press . 

5) Set the Month, using the ,   ,  and   buttons.   Press . 

6)  Now, you can set the Year: 

 

 Set using the ,   ,  and   buttons.   Press . 

 

The CG3 will now exit to Vacant Mode. 
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5.6 Display Test 

This function runs a test of the 7-segment displays, providing you with a way to 
determine if any of the LED segments have been burnt out. 

To run test: 

1) Enter the Main Menu (section 5.0), and press the  button 6 times.  The 
following menu entry will be shown: 

 

2) Press .  The taximeter will now display a sequence of numbers, from 1-9, across 
all display digits, and then return to Vacant Mode. 

 

5.7 View Rates 

This function allows you to view all rate values in sequence.  The sequence is the same 
as in Programming Rates (section 4.4.4), with the difference being that you can’t 
change of the values, and therefore the buttons are used only to scroll through the 
values. 

To View Rates: 

1) Enter Main Menu (Section 5.0), and press the  button 7 times, until the 
following is displayed: 

 

2) Press  to enter View Rates mode. 

3) Press repeatedly to view each rate value in sequence (as shown in section 
4.4.4), 

 Press  at any time to exit this mode and return to Vacant Mode. 
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5.8 View Calibration 

Use this function if you want to view your calibration and filter value without having to 
access the Configuration Mode (which requires breaking the meter seal, if such is in 
place).  You may also test your mileage-pulse connection to ensure that it is working 
fine. 

This step operates exactly the same as in Calibrating Mileage mode (section 4.4.5), 
except that you may not change either the Calibration Setting or the Filter Value. 

To View Calibration: 

1) Enter Main Menu (section 5.0), and press 8 times, until you see the 
following displayed: 

 

2) Press  to enter View Calibration mode.   

3) Follow the same sequence as shown in Section 4.4.5, Calibrating Mileage to 
view the values, and to run a calibration test.  Disregard any instructions that 
referring to changing values. 

 

5.9 Reset Bluetooth  

 

This function allows you to manually reset the internal Bluetooth module.  Note: 
Doing this step may require you to re-pair any external Bluetooth device with 
the CG3. 

To execute: 

1) Enter  Main Menu (Section 5.0), and press 9 times, until you see the 
following displayed: 

 

2) Press . The CG3 may become inoperable for a short duration while it resets 
the module. 

3) The Bluetooth has now been reset, and the CG3 automatically returns to 
Vacant Mode. 
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6.0 Audit Mode 

This mode allows you to upload the CG3 total trips, up to the last 1000 trips, to a 
USB flash drive, in the same Car#.csv format as described in section 5.2.  

In Audit mode, you also have the option to clear the total trips and stats. If a Security 
Code was programmed, as shown in section 4.4.12, then the user will have to enter 
the code before being able to clear the totals (see below).  This prevents 
unauthorized clearing of total trips and total stats accumulated. 

To enter Audit Mode: 

1) Enter the Main Menu (section 5.0), and press the button 10 times, until 
the following is displayed: 

 

2) Press  to enter Audit Mode.  The display will now show: 

 

3) You now have the option to either:  upload the total trips and total stats to a 
.csv file , or clear the total trips and stats .  Proceed to either step 4 or 5, 
depending on which task you wish to carry out. 

4) To upload the total trips: attach a USB flash drive to the CG3 (see 4.4.10), 

and press . 

 Wait until the CG3 flashes “DONE” on the display.  Remove the flash drive, 
and the taximeter will automatically return to Vacant Mode. 

 If the taximeter doesn’t flash “DONE”, then the USB flash drive may have 
not been connected well enough.  Gently, but firmly press the USB in towards 
the CG3 USB socket in order to secure the connection.  Repeat the above 
steps. 

 If the taximeter flashes “ERROR”, then the CG3 has an encountered a 
problem with your flash drive.  You may need to try a different drive. 
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5) To clear the total trips and total stats: Press , and the following will be 
displayed: 

 

 Press .  The following will now be displayed (“No): 

 

 This indicates that “No, I don’t wish to proceed”.    

 Pressing  will promptly exit back to Vacant Mode. 

 Otherwise, Press , so that “Yes” is displayed: 

 

 Press to confirm that you wish to proceed with clearing the totals. 

 The following Security Code prompt will now be displayed: 

 

 If a Security Code was previously set in Configuration Mode 

(4.4.12), use the    , , and   buttons to enter the 1 -5 digit 
security code. 

 If no Security Code was previously set, then the default security 
code is zero. 

 Press  to proceed with the clear operation. 

 If successful, the display will flash “DONE”. 

Otherwise, if the Security Code was entered incorrectly, the display will 
flash “SORRY” and exit back to Vacant Mode.  Repeat the above steps if a 
mistake was made. 
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7.0 Printing 

 

The Record CG3 is compatible with the following printer manufacturers: 

 Bixolon 

 Omni 

 Seiko 

The Record CG3 can communicate with these printers either via Bluetooth or RS-232 
(USB is also an option if required).  If you use a printer not listed above, or if you are a 
printer manufacturer who would like to enable compatibility, please contact us at 
info@recordtechnologies.com, and we will make it happen. 
 

Note: you can only use the Bluetooth for connecting to only one external 
device.  For example, if you require Bluetooth for communication to dispatch 
hardware, you will need to communicate to the printer via RS-232 serial 
communication. 

  

mailto:info@recordtechnologies.com
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7.1   Printer Setup 

 

To setup a printer to work with the CG3, you will have to access the Printer Menu. 

1) Enter the Main Menu (5.0), and press  repeatedly until “Set Print” is 
displayed: 

 

2) Press .  This provides entry into the Printer Menu. 

3) The list of menu options are as follows (press to scroll, and to select): 

 Set Type 

 Set Baud 

 Test Print 

 USB Load receipt header. 

 End.  Exits back to Vacant. 
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7.2   Explanation of Printer Menu Options 

 

   Use the button to scroll to the option you want, and press  to select it. 

1.   Set Type allows you to set the printer 
manufacturer type.   

You will be presented with a flashing digit, from 0 – 3, which is the currently 
set manufacturer type.  The values and their associated manufacturer are as 
follows: 

  0 – None.   

  1 – Bixolon 

       2 – Omni 

  3 – Seiko 

 Use the and  to select the number associated with your printer 

manufacturer, and press  to set the type. 

2.   Allows you to select between RS-232 or 
Bluetooth, and to select the baud rate (i.e communication speed).  Generally, 
RS-232 printers communicate at baud 9600, and Bluetooth printers 
communicate at baud 115200. Check with your printer documentation to be 
sure. 

3. Press  to toggle between Bluetooth and RS-232 serial communication: 

     … 

 Press to select the communication type.  

 You can now select the baud rate by using the and  buttons, 

and pressing to set the baud rate. 
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 If you are using a Bluetooth printer, the CG3 will search for the 
printer, connect to it, and execute a test print.  This will take a short 
while. 

4.   This function allows you to manually execute a 
test print.  

 Press .  You can repeat this procedure as many times as you would 
like.   

 When finished, press the to advance to the next menu option. 

5.   The USB LOAD function allows you to upload 
to the CG3 your receipt header from a text file located on an attached USB 
flash drive.  See the next section on the details for this file and how to create 
one.   

 Press  to upload the file.  When completed, the CG3 will flash 
“Done”.  Detach the USB flash drive to return to Vacant Mode. 

6.   The End option allows you to exit the Printer 
Menu back to the CG3 Vacant Mode (4.1). 
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7.3 Creating the Receipt Header file 

The receipt header file contains the text that you want to print at the top of your 
receipts.  This file can then be uploaded to the CG3 from a USB flash drive (see the 
USB LOAD function above). 

Using a text editor on a personal computer – such as Notepad on a Windows machine, 
create a new text file.  The receipt header may consist of 4 lines of 31 alpha-
numeric characters.  Each line must be ended with a carriage-return. 

A fifth line is filled with the distance unit to be used to identify distance on the receipt, 
such as miles, mi, or km. 

See the image below for an example file. 

When completed, save the file as “PRINTER.txt”, and copy the file to a USB flash 
drive to be uploaded to the CG3. 

 

Figure 23: An example PRINTER.txt file. 

7.3  Printing Receipts 

At the end of a fare, you may print a receipt by pressing the Rate Button.  You can 
print duplicates by pressing the Rate Button any additional number of times. 

In addition, if you are in Vacant Mode, you may print a duplicate receipt of the last fare 
by entering the Main Menu (5.0) and pressing the Rate Button. 
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7.3.1 Printing with Bluetooth Printers 

To ensure a smooth, reliable operation, follow these steps: 

1) End fare. 

2) Enter End-of-Fare mode (4.3). 

3) Provided that the CG3 has been paired with a Bluetooth printer (7.2) the CG3 
will scroll the message “Turn on printer, then press fare”. 

4) Turn on your printer if you haven’t already done so. 

5) Press the Fare button. 

6) The connection attempt may take a few seconds.  Wait until the printer 
indicates that is connected via Bluetooth. 

7) Press the Rate Button to print. 

As stated above, you can also print a receipt of the last fare by entering the Main 
Menu(5.0) and pressing the Rate Button.  The CG3 will take a few seconds to connect 
to a Bluetooth printer and print a single duplicate receipt. 
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Appendix 1.0 

RATES.csv format 

 

The following information is for user’s who wish to construct their own “RATES.csv” file for 
programming the rates from a USB flash drive (see next page).  You should respect the decimal place 
locations as listed, and respect the minimum and maximum values, as listed below: 

Value: Minimum: Maximum: 

Number of  Rates 1 6 

Cab number 0 99999 

Extras 0.00 999.99 

Max. Extras 0.00 999.99 

Tax Rate 0.00 999.99 

Tax Type 0 1 

Dist. Rate-change 0.00 999.99 

Timed Rate-change 0 99999 

Rate # Flag Rate 0.00 999.99 

Rate # Hourly Rate 0.00 999.99 

Rate # 1st Drop Dist. 0.0000 9.9999 

Rate # 2nd Drop Dist. 0.0000 9.9999 

Rate # Increment 0.00 999.99 

 

Once you have entered your values into column 2 (see next page), save the file to a USB drive, with the 
name RATES.csv (name must be exact in order for the CG3 to locate it). 

Note:  As you will see in the RATES.csv format (next page), the file has two columns, with column 1 
being textual descriptors of the values in column 2. 

The CG3 expects the file to have two columns, but disregards the info in column 1.  Only the values in 
column 2 are read by the taximeter.  This means that what you enter in column 1 is inconsequential.  It 
is the values in column 2 that the taximeter reads and saves into memory.  Column1 is only for the user to 
identify the values. 

The file must follow the format as shown, including all empty rows. 
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Number of Rates: 1

Cab_#: 1

Extras: 0

Max. Extras: 0.00

Tax Rate: 0.00

TaxType: 0

Dist. Rate Change: 0.00

Timed Rate Change: 0

Rate 1: Flag Rate: 0.00

Rate 1: Hourly Rate: 0.00

Rate 1: 1st Drop Dist: 0.0000

Rate 1: 2nd Drop Dist: 0.0000

Rate 1: Increment: 0.00

Rate 2: Flag Rate: 0.00

Rate 2: Hourly Rate: 0.00

Rate 2: 1st Drop Dist: 0.0000

Rate 2: 2nd Drop Dist: 0.0000

Rate 2: Increment: 0.00

Rate 3: Flag Rate: 0.00

Rate 3: Hourly Rate: 0.00

Rate 3: 1st Drop Dist: 0.0000

Rate 3: 2nd Drop Dist: 0.0000

Rate 3: Increment: 0.00

Rate 4: Flag Rate: 0.00

Rate 4: Hourly Rate: 0.00

Rate 4: 1st Drop Dist: 0.0000

Rate 4: 2nd Drop Dist: 0.0000

Rate 4: Increment: 0.00

Rate 5: Flag Rate: 0.00

Rate 5: Hourly Rate: 0.00

Rate 5: 1st Drop Dist: 0.0000

Rate 5: 2nd Drop Dist: 0.0000

Rate 5: Increment 0.00

Rate 6: Flag Rate: 0.00

Rate 6: Hourly Rate: 0.00

Rate 6: 1st Drop Dist: 0.0000

Rate 6: 2nd Drop Dist: 0.0000

Rate 6: Increment: 0.00  
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Example Trip File 

The following is an example of an uploaded trip file.   

 

 

Document Version: 1.32 

Date: Feb. 02/ 2019 

Cab #: 111 Date: 25/3/2014 DBT: Distance Between Trip

Date: 21/03/2014 Start: 11:00  End: 11:00 Fare: $0.00  Extras: $0.00 Tax: $0.00 Net: $0.00 Dist: 0.00 DBT: 0.00

Date: 21/03/2014 Start: 11:00  End: 11:01 Fare: $1.00  Extras: $2.22 Tax: $0.22 Net: $3.22 Dist: 0.00 DBT: 0.00

Date: 21/03/2014 Start: 11:01  End: 11:01 Fare: $1.00  Extras: $2.22 Tax: $0.22 Net: $3.22 Dist: 0.00 DBT: 0.00

Date: 21/03/2014 Start: 11:05  End: 11:05 Fare: $2.40  Extras: $4.44 Tax: $0.47 Net: $6.84 Dist: 1.40 DBT: 0.00

Date: 21/03/2014 Start: 11:05  End: 11:05 Fare: $1.40  Extras: $4.44 Tax: $0.40 Net: $5.84 Dist: 0.40 DBT: 0.20

Date: 21/03/2014 Start: 11:11  End: 11:20 Fare: $41.00  Extras: $2.22 Tax: $3.02 Net: $43.22 Dist: 39.70 DBT: 41.00

Date: 21/03/2014 Start: 11:20  End: 11:36 Fare: $67.10  Extras: $0.00 Tax: $4.69 Net: $67.10 Dist: 66.10 DBT: 0.10

Date: 21/03/2014 Start: 11:36  End: 11:46 Fare: $20.70  Extras: $0.00 Tax: $1.44 Net: $20.70 Dist: 17.00 DBT: 0.10

Date: 21/03/2014 Start: 11:46  End: 11:47 Fare: $13.10  Extras: $2.22 Tax: $1.07 Net: $15.32 Dist: 12.10 DBT: 0.20

Date: 21/03/2014 Start: 11:48  End: 12:04 Fare: $121.60  Extras: $2.22 Tax: $8.66 Net: $123.82 Dist: 120.70 DBT: 0.40

Date: 21/03/2014 Start: 12:04  End: 13:34 Fare: $645.80  Extras: $2.22 Tax: $45.36 Net: $648.02 Dist: 644.90 DBT: 0.50

Date: 24/03/2014 Start: 14:28  End: 16:46 Fare: $999.90  Extras: $2.22 Tax: $70.14 Net: $1002.12 Dist: 998.90 DBT: 4.00

Date: 25/03/2014 Start: 09:32  End: 09:41 Fare: $70.20  Extras: $2.22 Tax: $5.06 Net: $72.42 Dist: 69.10 DBT: 0.50

Date: 25/03/2014 Start: 09:48  End: 09:59 Fare: $80.30  Extras: $2.22 Tax: $5.77 Net: $82.52 Dist: 79.40 DBT: 1.70

Date: 25/03/2014 Start: 09:59  End: 10:07 Fare: $60.50  Extras: $0.00 Tax: $4.23 Net: $60.50 Dist: 59.60 DBT: 0.20

Date: 25/03/2014 Start: 10:14  End: 11:15 Fare: $447.20  Extras: $2.22 Tax: $31.45 Net: $449.42 Dist: 446.20 DBT: 6.90

Date: 25/03/2014 Start: 11:15  End: 12:17 Fare: $448.10  Extras: $0.00 Tax: $31.36 Net: $448.10 Dist: 447.20 DBT: 0.20

Date: 25/03/2014 Start: 12:17  End: 13:04 Fare: $345.30  Extras: $0.00 Tax: $24.17 Net: $345.30 Dist: 344.30 DBT: 0.30

Total Fares: $3,397.68

Total Extras: $31.08

Total Tax: $237.73

Total Dist: 3406.8

Total Hired Dist: 3347

Total Trips: 18


